
The BMC - DigniTy FounDaTion “JoinT VenTure” agreeMenT

In line with Dignity Foundation’s practice of providing structural 
opportunities to senior citizens for productive ageing, an Action Plan was 
worked out with the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) towards 
the objective of ‘Keeping Mumbai Clean’. If a small city like Surat can achieve 
unprecedented success in cleaning up the city, and our own Joshi Lane in 
Ghatkopar can serve as a similar role model, so can Mumbai through senior 
citizens who can give the lead - this was the general motivation that ignited 
the passions of senior citizens.

_Dr. Sheilu Sreenivasan

Dynamic Municipal 
Commissioner Unleashes 
Senior Citizens Civic 
Movement 1998

URBAN Dignitarians of Civic Service
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these lectures. Visiting foreign dignitaries who are involved in civic 
work in their own countries could be an added attraction. The idea is to 
motivate the local groups towards keeping their Wards clean and good 
looking. Regrettably this part of the scheme did not materialise.

For the contributions made by Dignitarians each one was paid an honorarium of 
Rs.800 per month by BMC. The reimbursement was made to Dignity Foundation 
who in turn distributed to its member Dignitarians who took part in the Scheme. 

There was a great sense of pride in working for the Corporation as Volunteer 
Member. Senior citizens were fully charged with the project. Additional 
Municipal Commissioner Ratnakar Gaikwad took the trouble to visit each 
Ward, and helped to mobilize local citizens to join the scheme of helping 
the corporation. The public and the media saw in this movement an active 
interest on the part of the corporation actually registering its willingness 
to cooperate with citizens in their cities upkeep. Dignity Foundation 
chalked out three phases in which this plan was to be implemented. 

Phase One (January - June 30th 1998)
1. Senior Citizens induction: (A total of 663 Dignitarians 

were enrolled, three per electoral zone). 
2. Commencement of super structural cleaning activities, identifying problems
3. Cultivating good, street level links with BMC workers, referring them 

to DF Social Workers appointed for the purpose to go into their family 
problems and undertake motivation building programmes towards 
making the BMC worker the prime mover of the Cleaning process. 

4. Creating Model Streets - at least one in each of the 23 Wards. 
5. Organise Training programmes for the second phase. 
6. Commence competitions.

Phase Two (June 30th 1998 - June 30th 1999)
1. Solid Waste Management- Sorting of garbage at 

flat levels into three categories-Organic Waste, 
Recyclable Waste & Metallic/Cement Debris.

2. Competitions to continue.
3. Mass media application to educate and 

generate cooperation of citizens.

Phase Three: 
Other integral facets of the cleaning project 
such as drainage, beautification, encroachment 
and hawkers were to be covered. 
 
Obstacles:

Before the second phase commenced, in 
1998 October with the institution of a new Mayor, 
one of the municipal corporation’s first tasks was 
to suspend the citizen’s movement that was so 
carefully orchestrated by the then Commissioners, Mayor H.Patil addressing dignity members 

& B.M.C workers - 2001

Dignity Foundation’s Proposal to BMC which 
was accepted for implementation 
1. The Dignity Foundation (DF) appointed from its subscriber database 

a total of 663 Dignitarians corresponding to 221 Zones of BMC 
spread over 23 Wards, as of 1998. It also appointed 23 Chief 
Dignitarians to lead and monitor the activities in each Ward area. 

2. The Chief Dignitarian in each Ward was responsible for 
mobilising, coordinating and reporting action initiated. He/
She also initiated discussion for new ideas, improvement 
programmes, grievances, and solution by consensus.

3. The Chief Dignitarian also liaised with the local Ward Officers and undertook 
supervisory roles wherever required – staff attendance, spot guidance to staff.  

4. DF coordinated Reports from all 23 Wards, and submitted them 
regularly to the headquarters of BMC, marking them to Additional 
Municipal Commissioner (Mr Ratnakar Gaikwad at that time):
a. Remedial and rectification action plan and implementation– results of 

group discussions that the Chief Dignitarian has had in his/her Ward. 
Handling of garbage in assorted bags (degradable and non-degradable) 
and instructing residents to act accordingly, ensuring everyday 
clearance of accumulated garbage, responsible disposal of debris from 
building/road construction, measures for controlling the choking of 
drainage holes, and other cleansing  work were priorities identified.

b. Suggestions for new/beautification ideas, and funding proposals 
using local initiative – planting of trees, introduction of potted 
plants, creation of localised manure through conversion 
of  available garbage and other related activities.

c. Problem areas that require official intervention and those 
that cannot be handled by residents alone.  

5. DF appointed one professional Social Worker who visited two Chief 
Dignitarians per day (two wards), so that the latter can 
bring to her/his notice any specific problem faced by 
the BMC workers in the Ward. Primarily he/she was the 
Friend of the BMC Workers, their representative. He/
She can appeal to the Chief Dignitarian for all types 
of assistance, if it can be located from among the 
locals living in the vicinity. BMC workers’ welfare was 
the primary concern of the Ward Dignitarians. Many 
Motivational Awards programs were held by Chief 
Dignitarians for the karmacharis of the corporation.                                       

6. Magazine Dignity Dialogue, published by Dignity 
Foundation regularly originated articles promoting 
civic sense, reported the progress of the Dignity 
Civic Service, recognised important contributions 
of local Dignitarians and instilled in them a sense of 
pride in keeping their Ward clean. Regular reporting 
of Award Winners and the actual stories that go 
along with the cleaning campaign got published.

7. One Public Lecture per month in a local college 
premises for the benefit of local residents. Experts 
in city improvement will be called upon to deliver 
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Garbage Yatra (September to December 1998)
Dignitarians took charge of a BMC truck on which was mounted a Sample 

of Segregation of wet and dry garbage. Like a tableau Dignitarians sat 
on it and travelled for three months from 4pm to 8 pm everyday evening 
around all the 24 Wards, to demonstrate how to sort garbage into wet 
and dry, how to start composting, what is the meaning of vermiculture 
and the like.  Leaflets printed by the BMC were widely circulated. 
They campaigned for full 3 months distributing one lakh leaflets. 

At a Dignity Conference in October 1998, the Municipal commissioner 
dropped the bombshell of BMC discontinuing the Cleaning with Mumbai 
with Dignity Project due to the Mayor in Council‘s objections to the concept. 

So honorarium will also be stopped, he said. This 
was a blow to the self esteem of Dignitarians, even 
though they were not working for the money they 
were receiving of Rs.800 per month. The Dignitarians 
nevertheless took a unanimous decision to continue 
nevertheless with the project. From that day to now 
in 2010, some 14 municipal wards are carrying on 
their efforts in tandem with ward office staff.

Zero Garbage Project
With HSBC sponsorship, Dignitarians undertook 

in Malabar Hill and Mulund, intensive house-to-house 
canvassing for a period of three months under the 
leadership of Mr. S.A.Jagtap of the BMC development 
project of the World Bank. The Zero Garbage project 
employed trained para-professionals and rag pickers 
asked people to separate garbage and showed the 
order of the Municipal Commissioner by levying a fine 
for offences. In Malabar Hill an estimated reduction of 
three truck loads was reported by the Ward officer in 
terms of garbage collection, due to the effort of project 
Zero Garbage. In Mulund two truck- loads got reduced 
per day due to successful sorting at the household level

Anti-Plastic Campaign
Supported by Indian Centre for Plastic Education a 

15-days campaign was implanted by the Dignitarians 
in the month of March 1999. They took to the 
streets in large numbers in cycles, scooters, and 
taxis going round the wards to stop usage of less 
than 20 micron bags. Every ward boasted of huge 
quantities of catch of low grammage micron bags. 
Public cooperation was instantaneous. The campaign 
ended with a Seminar on Understanding Plastics. 

Full fledged support was received from many 
functionaries of the Corporation to the initiatives of the 
members of Dignity Foundation such as Hon’ble Mayor 

Girish Gokhale and Ratnakar Gaikwad. Within the same month 
the honorariums were stopped, and the entire scheme was 
cancelled from any official recognition and support. 

Model Streets
Dignitarians, in the meantime, had put up Model streets in many 
localities. To qualify for a Model Street, there were conditions: 

01. Zero Garbage 
02. No plastic, or paper 
03. No building debris 
04. No obstructive parking 
05. No water puddle  
06. No grease stains 
07. Clear Pavement 
08. No urination /defecation 
09. No drainage overflow and
10. Beautification efforts 

For the Model Street Contest sponsored by ICICI Bank, Dignity 
Foundation received 23 entries out of which 11 qualified to receive Prizes 
of Rs.10,000 each group. The Prizes were awarded by the Mayor.
  
Novel initiatives of Dignitarians 

There were several novel initiatives that were undertaken by the Dignitarians. 
To kick off a mass awareness about city cleanliness, a school essay competition 
was held, whereby all 4.5 lakhs school children from 500 Schools, mostly 
from the BMC run Schools were called upon to write a few lines about what 
their concept of Cleanliness meant. The then Sheriff of Mumbai Mr.Kholi of 
Preetam Hotel took the Chair and called upon Three Prize Winning Schools 
and children to accept BMC Awards. Through the children nearly 9 lakh 
parents were sensitized to notions of having to keep the city clean & tidy. 

For a Dignitarian, Independence Day meant March for “Freedom 
from Garbage”. Flag hoisting functions were held in all the Model 
Streets. Citizens in 150 Zones took this march at the same time.

A concerted action plan for improving the motivational levels of the 
frequently absent workers of Solid Waste Management Dept of BMC was 
unleashed with utmost interest and sincerity by the Dignitarians. They 
held Health Camps for all the workers and their families, a Roll of Honour 
was put up for the Best Worker every month, they helped workers to know 
about their leave status, attendance imperatives and duty obligations. 
Dignitarians also helped workers get gloves, uniforms, broom and boots. 
BMC chowki improvement was also part of the improvement programme.

In M/W, G/N, L, H/W, H/E and B wards, ward-level award functions co-
opting local cooperators and residents resulted in boosting worker morale by 
recognition of workers of the area, under following categories: Best attendance; 
Best performance at work; Best student among workers’ families; Best income 
generation idea of housewives; Best Skill in Fine Arts and Allied Talents

Garbage Yatra 1998

Live demonstrations of Garbage Yatra
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Hareshwar Patil, Chief Secretary Shri Ranganathan, 
Deputy Mayor Shri Arun Deo, Municipal Commissioners 
Girish Gokhale and K C Srivastava, Additional Municipal 
Commissioners Ratnakar Gaikwad and A K Jain and 
all the assistant municipal commissioners of 24 wards. 
Sectional Development Programme under the leadership 
of Addl MMC Shri A K Jain was undertaken in early 
2000 in Wards B, K/E, F/N, R/N, T, P/S, L, and M/W with 
sponsorship from HSBC. Attempts were made for Ganesh 
Mandal integration in G/N, C, D, E, K/W, L. Dignitarians 
of G North took the lead in demonstrating how Ganesh 
Mandal groups can be mobilised for all 365 days Cleaning 
Programme - not just during Ganpati Utsav.  Ganesh 
Mandal representatives in Shivaji Park area showed great 
enthusiasm for participation along with Dignitarians. 
Veteran Astrologer Jayant Salgaocar led the way. 

Attempts for induction of Australian technology 
in BMC SWM programmes were also made. Chief 
Dignitarian G N Aiyer of H/East had, during his visit to 
Australia, brought Australian Green Technology wing 
of the Sydney government interested in putting up 
proposals to BMC in newer methods of Solid Waste Disposal. A draft MOU 
with BMC was also prepared, which finally did not see the light of the day 
due to the transfer of the Addl Municipal Commission A K Jain. Australians 
also demonstrated new technologies in water management, plastics and 
toilets. A Seminar on March 6 2000 was inaugurated by Chief Secretary 
Shri V Ranganathan, showcasing to BMC green effects of technology.

Senior citizens said 
“Young or old does not matter, we want you to look at our commitment. 

Look at our work. We are organised. We are united. At a day’s notice 700 
of us can assemble. Any drive of BMC can drive us also. We are ever ready 
to look at newer ideas and newer ways 
to solve the garbage problem. We do 
not want to stand for Elections. Politics 
does not interest us. Productive Ageing 
with Dignity is our motto. This is our city. 
This is our right to make it beautiful. We 
believe in Dignity. Will live with dignity.”

In three years time the interest of 
BMC Commissioners in senior citizens 
civic movement waned. But the spirit of 
Dignitarians is lit in many wards even today 
especially N, C, T, KW, R/N, R/S, P/S and P/N.

Freedom from garbage - event supported 
by BMC and ICICI August 98

URBAN Dignitarians 
march ahead

URBAN anti-plastic 
enthusiast
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